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The invariant mass of a jet is a ben hmark variable des ribing the stru ture of jets at the LHC.
We al ulate the jet mass spe trum for Higgs plus one jet at the LHC at next-to-next-to-leading
logarithmi (NNLL) order using a fa torization formula. At this order, the ross se tion be omes
sensitive to perturbation theory at the soft m2jet =pjet
T s ale. Our al ulation is ex lusive and uses the
1-jettiness global event shape to implement a veto on additional jets. The dominant dependen e on
the jet veto is removed by normalizing the spe trum, leaving residual dependen e from non-global
logarithms depending on the ratio of the jet mass and jet veto variables. For our ex lusive jet ross
se tion these non-global logarithms are parametri ally smaller than in the in lusive ase, allowing
us to obtain a omplete NNLL result. Results for the dependen e of the jet mass spe trum on the
kinemati s, jet algorithm, and jet size R are given. Using individual partoni hannels we illustrate
the di eren e between the jet mass spe tra for quark and gluon jets. We also study the e e t
of hadronization and underlying event on the jet mass in Pythia. To highlight the similarity of
in lusive and ex lusive jet mass spe tra, a omparison to LHC data is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a rapidly expanding theoreti al and
experimental e ort on te hniques that exploit the substru ture of jets (for a re ent review see Ref. [1℄). Jet
substru ture is of interest both for testing QCD and for
identifying new physi s. Mu h of the ex itement in this
eld has been driven by the ex ellent performan e of the
ATLAS and CMS dete tors, and the sophisti ated jet
measurements this has made possible at the LHC. Jet
substru ture measurements an for example be used to
tag boosted heavy parti les, whose de ay produ ts get
ollimated into a fat jet, or to test and tune Monte Carlo
programs. Most theoreti al work has fo used on designing these te hniques and observables with the help of
Monte Carlo programs. At the same time, one would
also like to know that these methods are under theoretial ontrol and build on den e that higher-order e e ts
are not signi ant. (For some re ent progress in this dire tion see e.g. Refs. [2{7℄.)
As our underlying hard pro ess we onsider pp ! H +1
jet with gluon fusion gg ! H as the underlying Higgs
produ tion me hanism. This pro ess is onvenient as it
provides a lean setup with a single quark or gluon jet
in the nal state via the three basi partoni hannels
gg ! Hg, gq ! Hq, and qq ! Hg. Of ourse, it is also
important in its own right for Higgs measurements at the
LHC, whi h rely on ex lusive jet hannels.
Here we fo us on one of the simplest jet substru tures:
the invariant mass of a jet. A su essful al ulation of
this ben hmark observable will instill on den e in our
ability to arry out analogous al ulations for other more
ompli ated jet substru ture observables. Su h analyses
require in orporating both a resummation of large logarithms is lnj (m2J =pJT 2 ) where mJ is the jet mass and pJT
is the transverse momentum of the jet, as well as xedorder perturbative orre tions. This is made intri ate by
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the dependen e on multiple variables. There has been a
lot of re ent work on the al ulation (resummation) of
the jet invariant mass spe trum for jets with a realisti
angular size [2, 8{15℄ whi h we will review in more detail
below. Some of the key theoreti al issues that must be
addressed for the LHC ase in lude:
 Impa t of summing large logarithms, ln(m2J =pJT 2 )
 Soft radiation e e ts at the s ale m2J =pJT
 Impa t of initial-state radiation
 Color ow and hard pro ess dependen e
 Dependen e on kinemati s in luding rapidity uts
 Jet algorithm and dependen e on jet size R
 In lusive ( N jets) vs. ex lusive (= N jets)
 Impa t of non-global logarithms (NGLs)
 E e t of hadronization on the spe trum
 E e t of underlying event on the spe trum
 E e t of pile-up on the spe trum
 Utility of using groomed jets with trimming [16℄,
ltering [17℄, or pruning [18℄
We now elaborate on several of these items. For a jet
with pJT  300 GeV, the jet mass peaks at mJ  50 GeV,
leading to large logarithms of m2J =pJT 2  36. Therefore,
a des ription of the peak region of the jet mass spe trum
requires the all-order resummation of these logarithms.
Soft radiation with momentum k  m2J =pJT is generated by both initial and nal-state parti les and ontributes at leading order in the power expansion to the jet
mass. Sin e xed-order orre tions start to be ome relevant for resummation at next-to-next-to-leading logarithmi (NNLL) order, a proper treatment of the soft s ale
 m2J =pJT is ru ial at this order [2, 19{21℄. Numeri ally,
the importan e of these xed-order soft orre tions is also
well known from re ent work up to N3 LL for event shapes
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in e+e ! jets [15, 22{24℄. For pro esses with  2 jets at
hadron olliders there are multiple olor stru tures, and
the orresponding olor ow must be taken into a ount
starting at next-to-leading-logarithmi (NLL) order [25℄.
The available freedom in de ning a jet introdu es a
dependen e of the jet mass spe trum on the hoi e of
algorithm/ lustering method and the jet size parameter
R. There is also a hoi e of whether to use an in lusive
or ex lusive jet ross se tion, where the latter involves
a veto on additional jets. The in lusive ase has been
studied at the LHC [26℄, and in lusive al ulations tend
to fo us on the anti-kT algorithm [27℄. (Use of the antikT jet algorithm avoids issues asso iated to lustering effe ts [28{31℄.) As we will emphasize further below, a key
di eren e between the in lusive and ex lusive ases are
the form of the non-global logarithms [32, 33℄ that arise
at O( 2s ) beyond the Born ross se tion due to multiple
restri tions on phase spa e.
Let us summarize how the above issues have been studied so far in the literature on jet mass al ulations. The
rst al ulations were arried out for event shapes in
e+ e ! jets using hemisphere jet masses. Here fa torization theorems are well established and al ulations exist
up to N3 LL [15, 19, 21, 34{37℄. In Refs. [2, 8℄ a fa torization formula for ex lusive N -jet ross se tions at
e+ e olliders was derived, where the angularity of a jet
(whi h in ludes the jet mass as a spe ial ase) is measured. This result only depends on the lass of the jet
algorithm (su h as one or kT -type), but su ers from
non-global logarithms involving the jet veto and jet size
R. The resummation of the jet mass in e+ e ! 2 jets
with a jet veto was arried out at NLL in Ref. [10℄, whi h
in ludes a resummation of NGLs in the large-N approximation. This same pro ess was onsidered in Ref. [11℄,
where the dominant R dependen e of asymmetri thrust
(whi h is related to jet mass) was obtained using a refa torization of the soft fun tion. In Ref. [12℄, this refa torization was veri ed at O( 2s ) and the leading NGLs were
obtained at this order.
For jet mass al ulations in pp ollisions one onsiders
jets with large transverse momentum, pJT , and with rapidities J away from the beam axis. Re ently, several
in lusive jet mass al ulations have been arried out [13{
15℄. In Ref. [13℄, the jet mass was al ulated using only a
jet fun tion. This ignores important ontributions from
wide-angle soft radiation, whi h ouples together multiple hard partons, depends on the hoi e of jet algorithm,
and ontains NGLs. In Ref. [14℄, the jet mass in pp ! 2
jets and Z +1 jet were al ulated at NLL, in luding a resummation of NGLs in the large-N approximation. Although this is an in lusive al ulation (no jet veto), one
should also note that hard emissions giving rise to additional jets are beyond the NLL order onsidered. In this
ase the dominant e e t of the NGLs is on the peak of
the jet mass distribution. Another in lusive al ulation
of the jet mass was arried out to obtain partial NNLL
results in Ref. [15℄, by expanding around the threshold
limit. Here dynami al threshold enhan ement [38{40℄

was used to argue that additional hard emissions are suppressed. Although NGLs were not resummed, their size
was estimated, and found to mainly e e t the peak region
of the jet mass, as in Ref. [14℄.
Our al ulation at NNLL is for the ex lusive jet mass
spe trum, so it is useful to highlight di eren es with the
in lusive ase. At NLL, for a given partoni hannel and
xed momenta of the hard partons, the two ases simply
di er by a multipli ative fa tor, ex ept for their respe tive NGLs. In both ases the leading NGLs involve terms
of the form
2 ln2
s

 m ut 2 
J
:

p2ut

(1)

for the umulant jet mass spe trum integrated up to
mJut. For the in lusive jet mass spe trum, p ut is a
hard s ale ' pJT and the NGLs are therefore large logarithms that are parametri ally of the same size as other
i lnj (m2 =pJ 2 ) terms, and are thus part of the NLL res
J T
sult. Hen e, in this ase a omplete resummation at
NLL (or beyond) requires the NGLs to be resummed
to all orders, whi h pra ti ally is urrently only possible in the large-N approximation. In ontrast, in the
ex lusive ase p ut is an adjustable parameter and is related to the jet veto. Here we have both m2J  pJT 2 and
p2ut  pJT 2 , so the logarithms in Eq. (1) are smaller than
in the in lusive ase. In parti ular, for xed p ut there is
a point in the mJ spe trum where the NGLs vanish, and
there is a region about this point where the NGLs are
not large logarithms. An estimate for the size of this region an be obtained from the series of three NGL terms
(log-squared, log, and non-log) that are known for the
hemisphere jet masses [41, 42℄. When all the terms in
this series are of similar magnitude the logarithmi enhan ement is not dominant, and the NGLs do not need
to be resummed. This o urs for 1=8  mJut 2 =p2ut  8.
We will numeri ally explore the size of this region in our
ex lusive jet mass al ulation, and demonstrate that the
region is large enough that we may onsider the nonglobal logarithms to not be large. This an be ontrasted
with Fig. 3 of Ref. [10℄, whi h shows that the presen e of
an unmeasured region of phase spa e makes large NGLs
unavoidable in the in lusive ase [14, 15℄.
It should also be noted that although ex lusive jet ross
se tions are not ne essary for jet mass spe tra, they are
important in their own right be ause many Higgs and
new physi s sear hes ategorize the data by the number
of jets to improve their sensitivity. For example, the importan e of the Higgs + 1 jet hannel in H !  and
H ! W W  was pointed out in Refs. [43, 44℄. Re ently a
NLL resummation of jet veto logarithms was arried out
in the ontext of Higgs plus jets in Ref. [45℄.
Our al ulation of the jet mass is entered on using
the N -jettiness global event shape [46℄ to de ne jets, instead of a more traditional jet algorithm. For an event
with N jets, N -jettiness assigns all parti les to N + 2
regions, orresponding to the N jets and two beams. We
al ulate the ross se tion for pp ! H + 1 jet at NNLL,
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fully di erential in the ontributions of ea h region to 1jettiness. For the jet region, this ontribution yields the
jet invariant mass. The ontribution from the remaining
two beam regions are used to implement the jet veto. In
ea h of these variables there is a series of large double
logarithms that must be summed.
An advantage of using N -jettiness is that the jet veto
is made through a jet mass-type variable, rather than a
pT variable. Therefore, the stru ture of the perturbation
theory, whi h is simultaneously di erential in these two
kinemati variables, is simpler. In parti ular, there is
a QCD fa torization formula for this ross se tion [46,
47℄, obtained by making use of Soft-Collinear E e tive
Theory (SCET) [20, 48{50℄. For the experimentally more
realisti ase of measuring mJ with a pT veto variable one
must simultaneously deal with a thrust-like resummation
and a pT -type resummation.
Returning to our list of theoreti al issues from the beginning, the use of N -jettiness allows us to arry out
the summation of large logarithms at NNLL while properly a ounting for soft radiation e e ts and initial-state
radiation. We also use it to al ulate the dependen e
of the jet mass spe trum on the jet kinemati s, the jet
size, and the de nition of the jet region. Results are
shown for individual partoni hannels, gg ! Hg and
gq ! Hq, illustrating the di eren es between quark and
gluon jets, as well as the full pp ! H + 1 jet pro ess
from the Higgs oupling through a top quark loop. To
investigate the di eren es between ex lusive and in lusive jet mass measurements we ompare our results with
Pythia and also to ATLAS jet mass data [26℄. We also
analyti ally explore the e e t of NGLs on the jet mass
spe trum, and the e e t of hadronization and underlying
event with Pythia [51, 52℄.
Thus, we address all items in the list of issues ex ept
for the last two, for whi h some brief omments are in
order. Methods for removing pile-up ontributions to
jet observables have been dis ussed in e.g. Refs. [53, 54℄,
and dire t pile-up al ulations are beyond the s ope of
our work. Finally, it is known that grooming jets has a
large impa t on their soft radiation and auses signi ant
hanges to the jet mass spe trum. We do not attempt to
analyti ally ontrol the e e ts of jet-grooming methods
here.
In al ulating the jet mass we onsider both absolute
and normalized spe tra. Normalizing the jet mass spe trum redu es the perturbative un ertainty, and turns out
to remove the dominant dependen e on the jet veto variable. In parti ular, the jet veto dependen e an els up
to NLL if we onsider a parti ular partoni hannel and
xed jet kinemati s. We will show that this an ellation
remains e e tive when summing over partoni hannels
and integrating over a range of jet momenta.
In Se . II, we dis uss the kinemati s and several jet
de nitions based on N -jettiness, exploring their features.
The te hni al details of our al ulation are presented in
Se . III. Here we dis uss the fa torization formula for
the ross se tion, the refa torization of the soft fun -

tion, non-global logarithms, and the hoi e of running
s ales. Se . IV and Se . V ontain our numeri al results
for the individual partoni hannels and for pp ! H + 1
jet, showing the dependen e of the jet mass spe trum
on the jet veto ut, the order in perturbation theory,
the jet kinemati s, the jet de nition, the jet area, on
gluon versus quark jets, and on NGLs. Using Pythia8,
in Se . VI we analyze the hard pro ess dependen e for
gluon jets, ompare in lusive versus ex lusive jet mass
spe tra, study the dependen e on lassi jet algorithms,
and look at the impa t of hadronization and underlying
event. We also ompare our NNLL ex lusive jet results
with Pythia for the same jet de nition and kinemati s, and ompare them with in lusive jets from the LHC
data. We on lude in Se . VII. Detailed ingredients for
the NNLL ross se tion are summarized in appendi es.
II. KINEMATICS AND JET DEFINITIONS

We des ribe the pro ess pp ! H + 1 jet using the
transverse momentum pJT of the jet, the pseudorapidity
J of the jet, and the rapidity Y of the hard ollision
relative to the CM frame of the olliding protons. The
1-jettiness event shape is de ned as [46℄

T1 =

X
k

n 2q

min

J

 pk ; 2qa  pk ; 2qb  pk o ;

QJ

Qa

Qb

(2)

where a; b denote the two beams and J the jet, the qi are
massless referen e momenta and the Qi are normalization
fa tors. For the referen e momenta we take
E

qJ = EJ (1; ~nJ ) ;
qa;b
= xa;b m (1; z^) : (3)
2
The jet energy EJ and jet dire tion ~nJ an be predetermined with a suitable jet algorithm. The jet algorithm
dependen e this indu es on T1 is power suppressed [46℄,
and we will use anti-kT .1 The unit ve tor z^ points along
the beam axis, and the momentum fra tions xa and xb
are xed in terms of the total invariant mass Q and rapidity Y ,

xa xb E 2m = Q2 = (qJ + qH )2 ;
x
(1; z^)  (qJ + qH )
ln a = 2Y = ln
;
xb
(1; z^)  (qJ + qH )

(4)

where qH denotes the momentum of the Higgs. For later
onvenien e we also introdu e the notation

sij = 2qi  qj :

1

(5)

If QJ = 2EJ then an equally good hoi e would be to minimize
with respe t to the axis ~nJ . A fast algorithm to arry out
this minimization has been devised in Ref. [55℄, using a slightly
di erent N -jettiness measure than the ones we use here.
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(a) Geometri E and pT measures with  = 0:5.

(b) Anti-kT and geometri R for R = 1.

FIG. 1: Comparison of the jet regions for di erent jet measures at di erent  and . The \+" marks the jet dire tion ~nJ .

 invariant-mass measure:

The minimum in Eq. (2) divides the total phase spa e
into 3 regions, one for ea h beam and one for the jet. We
denote their ontributions to T1 as Ta and Tb for the two
beam regions, and TJ for the jet region, so

QJ = Qa = Qb = Q

 geometri pT

T1 = TJ + Ta + Tb :
(6)
ontribution of the jet, TJ , is dire tly related to the
m2J = p2J = (nJ  pJ )(nJ  pJ ) p~J2?
= 2qJ  pJ [1 + O(2 )℄
= QJ TJ [1 + O(2 )℄ ;

measure:

QJ = 2 j~qiT j = 2 EJ = osh J
Qa;b = xa;b E m = eY Q

The
jet's invariant mass mJ

(8)
(9)

 geometri E measure:
QJ = 2 EJ
Qa;b = xa;b E m = eY Q

(7)

where pJ is the full jet momentum de ned by summing
all parti les in the TJ -region, nJ = (1; ~nJ ) and n J =
(1; ~nJ ) are de ned by the predetermined jet dire tion
~nJ , and the power ounting parameter  s ales as 2 
TJ =EJ  m2J =EJ2 . In the se ond line of Eq. (7) we used
the fa t that ~nJ and the exa t dire tion of the N -jettiness
jet, ~pJ , di er by very little, su h that pJ ? =(nJ  pJ )  2 .
The di eren e between these two jet dire tions a e ts
the jet boundary, whi h hanges the ontribution of soft
radiation to the jet pT , but only by a small amount  2 .
We also used that the large jet momentum n J  pJ = nJ 
qJ [1 + O(2 )℄. For a jet with pJT  300 GeV these O(2 )
power orre tions are 1=36  3% in the peak region, and
hen e negligible relative to the perturbative un ertainties
at NNLL. Investigating the jet mass spe tra for the exa t
m2J = p2J vs. using m2J = QJ TJ in Pythia, we also nd
that they are indistinguishable.
The details of the beam and jet regions sele ted by the
minimum ondition in Eq. (2) depend on the normalization fa tors Qi . Sin e their values a e t whi h parti les
are grouped into the beam and jet regions, they onstitute a jet measure. They also impa t the geometri
shape of the jet area. Di eren es between measures are
therefore similar to the di erent hoi es for jet-algorithms
(anti-kT , Cambridge-Aa hen, one, et .). We will onsider a variety of hoi es:

(10)

 geometri R measure:
QJ = 2(R; J ) EJ
Qa;b = xa;b E m = eY Q

(11)

where (R; J ) xes the area of the jet in (; )spa e to be R2 .
In all ases  is a dimensionless parameter that allows
one to hange the size of the jet region. In the geometri
R ase  is xed in terms of the jet radius parameter R.2
The hoi e of Qa;b in the geometri measures removes the
dependen e in qa =Qa and qb =Qb on the total rapidity Y .
This is useful in the presen e of missing energy, whi h
prohibits the measurement of the boost Y of the partoni
enter-of-mass frame. Sin e for the geometri measures
QJ  EJ , they are all insensitive to the total jet energy.
For the geometri pT ase we have expli itly
 m

2qi  pk
= pkT 2 kT osh yik 2 os ik
qiT
pkT

2

(12)

For the multijet ase we would use the same (R; J ) for ea h
jet that is determined when they do not overlap.
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expe ted. Right: Dependen e on J for R = 1. To solve for  we use a t (solid line) to the true J dependen e (dots).

where yik = yi yk , ik = i k are the di eren es
in rapidity and azimuthal angle between the dire tion of
jet i and parti le k, and m2kT = p2kT + m2 for a parti le
of mass m. For massless parti les we thus get
2qi  pk
= pkT (2 osh yik 2 os ik )
qiT


 pkT (y)2 + (ik )2 :

(13)

The jet regions for geometri pT and E are roughly ir ular, as shown in Fig. 1(a). They be ome smaller at large
rapidities for geometri pT , while they stay of omparable
size for geometri E .
For geometri R, numeri al results for the parameter
(R; J ) as fun tion of R and J are shown in Fig. 2. The
left panel shows that the dependen e on the jet radius R
is approximately   R2 , as expe ted. The right panel
illustrates the dependen e on J for xed R = 1, showing
that  approa hes a onstant for large J , i.e. when the
jet be omes lose to the beam. When using geometri
R in our results below, we use for onvenien e a t of
the J dependen e for xed value of R. For example, for
R = 0:5; 1; 1:2 we have for jJ j  2

(R = 0:5; J ) = 0:164 + 0:037J2 0:009J4 + 0:0008J6 ;
(R = 1; J ) = 0:834 0:233J2 + 0:077J4 0:008J6 ;
(R = 1:2; J ) = 1:272 0:376J2 + 0:101J4 0:010J6 :
(14)
Note that for R = 0:5 the parameter  in reases rather
than de reases with J . A omparison of the jet regions
for geometri R with anti-kT jets is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Although their areas are hosen to be the same, the geometri R jets are not perfe tly ir ular and have an \o set" between the jet dire tion and the enter of the jet

region. The former (latter) e e t de reases (in reases)
with jJ j. For a smaller jet radius of R = 0:5 the geometri R jets be ome more ir ular also at entral rapidities
and very lose to anti-kT jets. In Ref. [55℄ a modi ation of N -jettiness was introdu ed that mat hes anti-kT
losely for any R. However, this de nition reintrodu es a
region of phase spa e that belongs neither to the jet nor
the beams, making it more ompli ated for al ulations.
III. CALCULATION
A. Fa torization Formula

We start by rewriting the phase spa e integrals for the
hard kinemati s in terms of the rapidity J and transverse momentum pJT of the jet and the total rapidity Y ,
Z

dxa
xa

Z

=

Z

Z

d3 ~qH
EH

Z

d3 ~qJ
(2)4 Æ4 qa + qb
EJ
1
pJT
dJ dpJT dY
:
2 Q2 + m2H

dxb
xb

qJ

q



(15)

The variables were de ned in Se . II, and we used azimuthal symmetry and the relations

pJT =

Q2 m2H
;
2Q osh(J Y )

Q = pJT osh(J

(16)
q

Y ) + pJT 2 osh2 (J

Y ) + m2H :

Most of our plots will be normalized and for xed values
of J , pJT , and Y , in whi h ase the phase spa e fa tor in
Eq. (15) drops out.
Our al ulation relies on the N -jettiness fa torization
formula in Ref. [47℄, whi h we here spe ialize to the ase
of 1-jettiness:

Z

Z

X
d3 H +1j
pJT
=
H (fq g; ) dta Ba (ta ; xa ; ) dtb Bb (tb ; xb ; )
2
J
2
2
dJ dpT dY dTa dTb dTJ 4E m(Q + mH )   i

Z
n o 
 dsJ JJ (sJ ; ) S Ta Qta ; Tb Qtb ; TJ QsJ ; Qqi ;  :
a
b
J
i

(17)

6
hannel a b J

gg ! Hg
gq ! Hq
qg ! Hq

g q ! Hq

qg ! Hq
q q ! Hg
qq ! Hg

g
g
q
g
q
q
q

g
q
g
q
g
q
q

mat hing x
PDF
usp
LL
0-loop
- 1-loop 1-loop NLO
NLL 0-loop 1-loop 2-loop 2-loop NLO
NNLL 1-loop 2-loop 3-loop 3-loop NLO

g
q
q
q
q
g
g

TABLE II: Perturbative ingredients at di erent orders in resummed perturbation theory.

TABLE I: Values of  for the di erent partoni hannels.

The N -jettiness variables Ta , Tb , and TJ were de ned in
Se . II. The hard fun tion H ontains the short-distan e
matrix element for produ ing a Higgs plus a jet, the beam
fun tions Ba and Bb des ribe the ollinear initial-state
radiation and ontain the PDFs, the jet fun tion JJ
hara terizes the ollinear nal-state radiation, and the
soft fun tion S des ribes soft radiation e e ts.3 The
sum over  = fa; b ; J g runs over the possible avors
i 2 fg; u; u; d; : : : g of the two in oming and one outgoing
parton. The possible ombinations, orresponding to the
various partoni hannels, are listed in Table I.
The power of fa torization is that it allows one to evaluate the various xed-order pie es at their natural s ales,
where they ontain no large logarithms. We then use the
RG evolution of ea h of these fun tions to evolve them to
a ommon s ale , resumming the logarithms of m2J =pJT 2
and Qi Ti =pJT 2 . This evolution is impli it in Eq. (17), by
writing all fun tions as evaluated at the ommon s ale
. The fa torization formula with all evolution fa tors
written out expli itly is given in Eq. (28) below. Our
hoi e of s ales is dis ussed in Se . III C. Power orre tions to Eq. (17) arise from so- alled nonsingular orre tions, whi h are suppressed by a relative O(m2J =Q2) in
this di erential ross, and are not onsidered here.
The ross se tion in Eq. (17) is di erential in the 1jettiness ontributions from the jet and the beams TJ ,
Ta , and Tb . As we will see, the shape of the jet mass
spe trum is independent of the jet veto for a reasonable
range of Ta;b values. For simpli ity we impose a ommon
ut Ta;b  T ut. We also onvert TJ to the jet mass mJ
using Eq. (7), and so onsider

(mJut ; T

ut ) =

Z

0

T ut Z T ut Z
dTa dTb
0

0

mJut 2 =QJ
d J

T

d3 
:
dTa dTb dTJ
(18)

spe trum over the range [0; mJut℄ as d^=dmJ , so
d^
(m ut; T
dmJ J

Note that we do not all Eq. (17) a fa torization theorem sin e
the de oupling of Glauber gluons for hadron ollider pro esses
with a spe i number of jets has not been proven.

1
ut
(mJ ; T

d(T ut )
ut ) dmJ :

(19)

The ingredients in the resummed ross se tion are
needed at di erent orders in perturbation theory, as summarized in Table II, where the olumns orrespond to the
xed-order mat hing, non- usp anomalous dimension x ,
usp anomalous dimension usp, the fun tion, and the
PDFs. All ingredients ne essary for a NNLL resummation of the global logarithms are known and are olle ted
in App. A: The one-loop hard fun tion for the three basi
pro esses gg ! Hg, gq ! Hq, and qq ! Hg via gluon
fusion (in the large mt limit) are obtained from the oneloop heli ity amplitudes al ulated in Ref. [56℄ following
the pro edure in Ref. [57℄. The one-loop quark and gluon
jet fun tion were al ulated in Refs. [58{60℄, the one-loop
quark and gluon beam fun tions in Refs. [61{64℄, and the
one-loop soft fun tion in Ref. [47℄. We also require the
usp anomalous dimension to three loops [65, 66℄, and
the non- usp anomalous dimensions to two loops, whi h
are known from Refs. [60, 62, 67{70℄.
There is some freedom in how to treat produ ts of the
xed-order orre tions in Eq. (17), spe i ally the higherorder ross terms that are generated, su h as the one-loop
orre tion to H times the one-loop orre tion to J , whi h
we denote H (1) J (1) . The series for the individual obje ts
are fairly onvergent, ex ept for the hard fun tion whose
one-loop orre tion is known to be rather large.4 We
therefore expand the onvolutions of the xed-order B ,
J , and S fun tions order by order in s to the order
needed, but keep the hard fun tion H (0) + H (1) as an
overall multipli ative fa tor. We anti ipate that the ross
terms involving H (1) will a ount for a large portion of
the NNLO ross se tion. S hemati ally, this means that
the xed-order omponents of our ross se tion take the
form
h

(H (0) + H (1) ) (B (0) B (0) J (0) ) S (0)

The di erential jet mass ross se tion, d=dmJ , is obtained by taking the numeri al derivative of this umulant ross se tion. We de ne the normalized jet mass

3

ut ) 

+ (B (1) B (0) J (0) ) S (0) + (B (0) B (1) J (0) ) S (0)

(20)
i

+ (B (0) B (0) J (1) ) S (0) + (B (0) B (0) J (0) ) S (1) :

4

We nd that the improvement of using a omplex s ale H for
the hard fun tion is only marginal, be ause some logarithms are
minimized by a negative 2H and other by a positive 2H .
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The di eren e between expanding the hard fun tion or
treating it as multipli ative is within our perturbative
un ertainty, being a <
 20% e e t for the unnormalized
mJ spe trum, and only a <
 2% e e t for the normalized
mJ spe trum.
B. Refa torization of the Soft Fun tion

For a pro ess with one or more jets there are multiple
dire tions for ollinear radiation and various kinemati
variables so a few additional hierar hies be ome possible. The fa torization formula assumes that there are no
additional strong hierar hies beyond the ollinearity of
the jet m2J  pJT 2 , and the absen e of additional entral
jets away from the beam dire tions, namely Qa Ta  pJT 2
and Qb Tb  pJT 2 . Physi ally, this orresponds to the
following four assumptions
1) Qi Ti  Qj Tj
q q
q q
2) i j  i k
Ei Ej Ei Ek
3) Ei  Ej

4) Qi  Qj

ommensurate mJ and jet veto
well separated jet and beams

jet and beam-jets of similar energy
jet and beam regions of similar size

Assumption 1) ensures that we are in the region where
NGLs are not large logarithms. Assumption 2) implies
that the jet is not too lose to the beam dire tion, and
avoids having large angular logarithms, whi h would require an additional \ninja summation" [3℄.
Three ombinations of these four assumptions are ne essary to avoid introdu ing additional large logarithms
that are not summed by the renormalization group evolution of terms in the fa torization formula, namely

sij
sik

 1;

Ti
Tj  1 ;

Qi
Qj

 1:

(21)

The rst implies that the logarithms in the hard fun tion
an be minimized with a ommon s ale , and all three
ombine to imply that a ommon s ale also minimizes
all logarithms in the soft fun tion. One ombination of
assumptions, Ei =Qi  Ej =Qj , does not appear expli itly
in arguments of fun tions in the fa torized ross se tion,
and hen e does not show up in logarithms for the leading power result. However, it is in general ne essary as
part of the derivation of Eq. (17) to ensure that ertain
negle ted terms are power suppressed.
An important onsideration in arrying out the summation of large logarithms is the order in s and logarithms at whi h violations of Eq. (21) rst be ome apparent. For the soft fun tion the rst terms that appear
for the various logarithms are
2

s ln

T Qj Tj 

Q
i i

2 sij

;

s Q 
ij k
;
s ln
sik Qj

2 ln2
s



Ti  ;
Tj

(22)

where we integrate the soft fun tion over Ti up to the
umulant variable Ti . The rst of these is part of the LL
series. The se ond is an angular logarithm. It is part of
the NLL series if it ounts as a large logarithm. Otherwise, it is part of the  s xed-order terms that start to
ontribute at NNLL. The third is a NGL. It is part of the
NLL series if it is a large logarithm. Otherwise it is part
of the  2s xed-order terms that start to ontribute
at N3 LL. Therefore, there is a nontrivial onstraint on
the hoi e of s ales  in the soft fun tion. The s ales
must be hosen to minimize the rst type of logarithm in
Eq. (22) without indu ing terms of the form of the se ond
and third types already at LL order. In parti ular, this
implies that a poor s ale hoi e ould introdu e unphysi al angular logarithms or NGLs into the LL series. For
our hoi e of kinemati s and Qi the se ond type of angular logarithm in Eq. (22) is never large. However, sin e
we are exploring a spe trum in m2J = QJ TJ the third
term in Eq. (22) will grow as the parameters are varied.
To surmount this problem requires a refa torization of
the soft fun tion whi h we will onsider below.
For the hard fun tion the series of leading double logarithms involves terms of the form
 2


2  ;
2 sij :
(23)
s ln
s ln
sij
sik
For the hoi e of jet kinemati s explored in this paper we
will always satisfy the assumption sij  sik , so there is
no additional onstraint on the s ale asso iated with the
hard fun tion.
The hierar hy between TJ and T ut leads to unphysi al large logarithms if a single s ale S is used for the
initial onditions for the soft fun tion evolution. Here we
address how these an be removed by a refa torization of
the soft fun tion, with orre tions from the true higher
order non-global logarithms (see Refs. [8, 12, 15, 37℄ for
earlier refa torization dis ussions).
In general, the all-order soft fun tion has the form

S (fki g; fq^ig; )
Y
= Si (ki ; fq^i g; ) + SNGL (fki g; fq^ig; ) ;
i

(24)

where q^i = qi =Qi . Here SNGL ontains all non-global
terms, and hen e has an intrinsi dependen e on the ratios ki =kj . At NLO there is only one soft gluon emitted,
whi h an ontribute to only one of the Ti at a time. Thus
the NLO soft fun tion fa torizes, and SNGL  O( 2s ).
Trun ating to O( s ) there is still some freedom in the
de nition of the Si . Whereas the terms with expli it
ki dependen e in S (fki g; ) learly belong to Si (ki ; ),
the pure delta fun tion terms Æ(kJ )Æ(ka )Æ(kb ) an in
prin iple be split in multiple ways between the various
Si (ki ; ). We hoose to split these terms evenly, as detailed in App. A 4, and we introdu e an additional parameter r in the s ale variation to estimate un ertainty
from this freedom as dis ussed further below and in detail
in Se . III C.
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Due to the onsisten y of the fa torization formula,
the evolution of the soft fun tion fa torizes exa tly to all
orders in perturbation theory,

US (fki g; ; 0) = UH (0 ; )
=

Y
i

Y
i

Qi UJi (Qi ki ; 0 ; )

USi (ki ; ; 0 ) ;

(25)

(Here we used the fa t that the beam and jet fun tions
have the same evolution [62℄.) This involves the fa torization of the evolution of the hard fun tion H = CC y ,
whi h follows from the form of the anomalous dimension
for C [71, 72℄,
bC ()



usp [ s ()℄

=
+

X
i<j

X
i


Ti  Tj ln

T2i ln


0




sij
i0
+ bC [ s ()℄ : (26)
20

The sum on i and j runs over the olored partons parti ipating in the short-distan e intera tion and Ti denotes
the orresponding olor harge matrix. (For pp ! H + 1
jet the olor spa e is still trivial, so these olor matri es
are just numbers.) To asso iate the ln  terms to individual partons we introdu ed a dummy variable 0 and used
olor onservation. It is not a priori
P lear how to asso iate
the remaining terms within the i<j to ea h USi , and
we hoose to split ea h term evenly between i and j . The
expli it expression for the fa torized hard fun tion evolution that we employ is given in App. A 5. Other potential

hoi es of splitting up these terms are again probed by
the s ale parameter r, whi h is dis ussed in more detail
around Eq. (31), and the orresponding un ertainty is
found to be small. The two-loop non- usp anomalous dimension has the stru ture bC ( s ) = nq q + ng g , where
ng and nq are the number of gluon and (anti)quark legs,
so it naturally fa tors.
The fa torization of the evolution and xed-order soft
fun tion in Eqs. (24) and (25) suggests that we an evaluate the pie e of the soft fun tion orresponding to Ti at
a s ale Si ,

S (fki g; ) =

YZ
i

dki0 USi (ki

ki0 ; ; Si )Si (fki0 g; Si ) :
(27)

This fa torization does not hold for all the terms at order 2s , sin e there are diagrams that ontribute to multiple Ti , leading to non-global logarithms of the form
2 ln2 (k =k ) appearing in S
NGL in Eq. (24). We diss
i j
uss in Se . III D how we estimate the size of these NGL
ontributions in the jet mass spe trum.
In our implementation we nd it simplest to run the
hard, jet, and beam fun tions, rather than the soft fun tion, as summarized in Fig. 3, though the nal results
are ompletely independent of this hoi e. Sin e the ut
on both beams is the same, they have a ommon B and
SB . We summarize the work in this se tion by presenting the fa torization formula valid at NNLL whi h
in ludes the evolution fa tors and refa torization of S ,

d3 H +1j (T ut)
(2pJT mJ =QJ ) X
H (fq g;  )U (fq g;  ;  )U (fq g;  ;  )U (fq g;  ;  )
=
dJ dpJT dY dmJ 4E 2m(Q2 + m2H )   i H Ha i SB H Hb i SB H HJ i SJ H
Z

Z

t0a ; SB ; B )Ba (t0a ; xa ; B ) dtb dt0b UJb (tb t0b ; SB ; B )Bb (t0b ; xb ; B )


Z T ut
Z
ta n qi o
0
0
0
;
;
dTa Sa Ta
 dsJ dsJ UJJ (sJ sJ ; SJ ; J )JJ (sJ ; J )
Qa Qi SB
0

  2

Z T ut
tb n qi o
mJ sJ n qi o

dTb Sb Tb
:
(28)
; S
;
;
;
Qb Qi SB J
QJ
Qi SJ
0



dta dt0a UJa (ta

All ne essary perturbative results for H , JJ , Si , and
the Ui are olle ted in App. A.

by arrying out perturbation theory for the hard, beam,
jet, and soft fun tions at their natural s ales

H
C. Choi e of Running S ales

The fa torization formula in Eq. (28) sums the large
logarithms of Qi Ti =pJT 2 from the uts on the beams and
of QJ TJ =pJT 2 = m2J =pJT 2 from the jet mass measurement

p

' pJT ; i ' Qi Ti ; Si ' Qi Ti =pJT ;

(29)

and then running them to an arbitrary ommon s ale.
Here i = a; b; J , sin e the situation for the beams and the
jet are fully analogous. As dis ussed above we must use
the ombination Qi Ti to ensure we have the orre t leading logarithms. The remaining dependen e of the ross
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refa torization we take r = 0:2 as our default hoi e and
in lude r = 0 and r = 0:4 as separate s ale variations in
our un ertainty estimate.

µH
H
µB
µJ
B

D. Non-Global Logarithms

J
µSB
µSJ

FIG. 3: Illustration of the di erent xed-order s ales appearing in the fa torized ross se tion and our evolution strategy.

se tion on Qi o urs due to its impa t on the boundaries
between the jet and beam regions. This is en oded in the
xed-order terms in the soft fun tion that do not involve
large logarithms.
If any Ti be omes very small,  QCD , the nonperturbative orre tions to the soft fun tionpbe ome important and the s ales are H ' pJT , i  QCD pJT , and
hand, for large Ti  pJT the
Si >
 QCD . On the other
J
2
resummation of Qi Ti =pT is not important and is turned
o by having the s ales merge, H = i = Si ' pJT .
To onne t the various regions where the resummation
must be handled di erently, we use Ti -dependent s ales,
whi h are known as pro le fun tions [23, 73℄. A transition between these three regions is given by the following
running s ales, adopted from Ref. [64℄,

H =  ;
h



2 ip

(30)


 run(; ) ;
3

h
 2 i
run (; ) ;
Si ( ) = 1 + eSi (3  ) 1
3
where  = Qi Ti =Q2 . The expression for run an be
found in App. B, along with the hoi e of parameters for
the entral values, and details on the variations of , ei ,
and eSi used to estimate the perturbative un ertainties
in our predi tions.
To estimate the additional perturbative un ertainty asso iated with the refa torization of the soft fun tion in
Se . III B, we reintrodu e orrelations between the soft
s ales using a parameter r satisfying 0  r  1,
i ( ) = 1 + ei (3

) 1

(SrJ) = (S )r (SJ )1 r ; (SrB) = (S )r (SB )1 r ;
(T 2 + Tb2) ln SB + TJ2 ln SJ
:
(31)
ln S  a
Ta2 + Tb2 + TJ2
Here Ti2 = CF for i = q and i = q, and Ti2 = CA for
i = g. For r = 0 we have the original un orrelated
soft s ales. By in reasing r the s ales move towards the
\ olor average" value S . At r = 1 they are all equal
to this average soft s ale, so the refa torization is turned
o (whi h as explained earlier auses unphysi al NGLs in
the LL series). To estimate the size of the freedom in the

If the NGLs are not large logarithms then they enter
beyond NNLL order, and should be of omparable size to
other higher-order perturbative terms. This is obviously
only possible for some range of m2J =(pJT T ut), whi h determines where our result is valid at NNLL order. To
determine this range we in lude the leading O( 2s ) NGL
into our resummed al ulation and ompare the results
with and without this term for various parameter hoi es.
In the fa torized ross se tion all NGLs enter through the
soft fun tion S . For simpli ity we restri t this analysis of
the size of non-global logarithms to the gg ! Hg hannel, as the results for other hannels are similar.
The leading NGL in the umulant soft fun tion is

SNGL (fki g; S ) =

Y  Z ki

0
2 (

i

s

=



dki SNGL (fki g; S ) (32)

2
S )CA X

(2)2

i<j

Gij ln2

k 
i :

kj

Here Gij is a geometri fa tor that depends on the boundaries of the jet and beam regions. Note the absen e of
expli it -dependen e in the NGLs. These expressions
for SNGL follow from the known result for e+ e ! 2
jets [32, 33, 41, 42℄, by repla ing the olor fa tor CF CA !
CA2 . Unlike the global logarithms this ontribution does
not fa tor, so we assign it a ommon soft s ale whi h we
take to be S given in Eq. (31).
For the purpose of our numeri al analysis we take
Gij = 2 =3, whi h is the result for a hemisphere. This
may be thought of as reasonable estimate and in reality
the values may di er by about 15% to 30% [14℄. Converting the umulant spa e result in Eq. (32) into a full
distribution yields

SNGL (fki g; S ) '

 2 h X 4  ki 
L
3 i 0 1 0
k  1
 k i
X 1
i
j
L
L
2
0
0
0
0 0
0 ; (33)



i<j
2 (

s

2

S )CA

(2)2

where the Ln denote standard plus distributions as dened in Eq. (A5). Note that the 0 dependen e an els
out expli itly between the terms, so the hoi e of this
s ale is arbitrary and irrelevant. It is introdu ed for oding purposes, sin e it is onvenient to have the same type
of Ln distributions as in the non-NGL part of the soft
fun tion. When the NGLs are in luded in this manner,
via the soft fun tion in the fa torization, one automatially resums an in nite series of global logarithms that
multiply the NGL. In partiPular, this in ludes terms that
are s hemati ally [ 2s ln2 ℄[ k ( s ln2 )k ℄ where the rst ln2
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is non-global and the se ond ln2 is a large global logarithm. The all-order stru ture of this series of terms is
orre tly predi ted by the fa torization.
For our analysis we will mostly be interested in the
normalized spe trum in Eq. (19). Here in the numerator
the two jet veto variables are in umulant spa e and mJ
is in distribution spa e, while in the denominator all the
variables are in umulant spa e. This result has two types
of NGLs
2
S ) ln

i)

2 (

ii)

2 (

s

s

S)

2





mJut 2
;
pJT T ut


m2J

T ut L1 pJT T

ut

(34)


:

For the denominator the relevant form of the NGL logarithms is as in Eq. (32), yielding the terms i). For the
numerator the form of the NGL is as in ii). The presen e
of two types of NGLs in the normalized spe trum implies
a somewhat di erent dependen e than for the unnormalized ross se tion. The e e t of NGLs in these two ases
are analyzed in detail in Se . IV C. There we will show
that there is indeed a fairly large range of mJut values
where the NGL terms in the ex lusive jet ross se tion
are not large logarithms.
IV. RESULTS FOR GLUON AND QUARK JETS

In this se tion we fo us on the individual quark and
gluon hannels, leaving results for pp ! H + 1 jet to be
dis ussed in Se . V below. We rst study the theoreti al predi tions for the mJ spe trum with and without
normalization, and show that normalizing substantially
redu es the perturbative un ertainty. We also study the
order-by-order onvergen e of this di erential ross se tion, and the size of various ontributions to the perturbative un ertainty bands. Next, the dependen e on the
jet veto T ut is studied. Finally, we investigate the size
of non-global logarithms as a fun tion of mJ and T ut.
A. Default Parameter Choi es

Unless indi ated otherwise we use the following default
parameter hoi es for all plots in Se s. IV, V, and VI. For
the Higgs mass we take mH = 125 GeV [74, 75℄, and for
the LHC enter-of-mass energy we take E m = 7 TeV.
We always use the MSTW NLO PDFs [76℄ with the
orresponding value of s (mZ ) = 0:1202 for the strong
oupling onstant. As our default we use the geometri
R = 1 measure for de ning the jets, T ut = 25 GeV for
the jet veto, and mJut = 200 GeV for the normalization
range. Our default hard kinemati s are pJT = 300 GeV,
J = 0, and Y = 0. Finally, for the s ale fun tions
H , B ( ), J ( ), and Si ( ) de ned in Se . III C, the
entral parameter values are given in App. B. There we

also dis uss the ombination of s ale variations used for
estimating the perturbative un ertainties.
B. Normalization and Convergen e

The unnormalized jet mass spe trum at NNLL with
our default inputs for the quark and gluon hannels are
shown in Fig. 4(a). As one expe ts, the gluon jets peak
at a mu h higher jet mass than the quark jets. We also
see that the perturbative un ertainties are quite sizable,
even at NNLL.
Normalizing the jet mass spe trum allows one to study
its shape without ontamination from the slow onvergen e of the integrated 1-jet ross se tion, and also redu es the experimental un ertainties signi antly. We
denote the normalized ross se tion as d^=dmJ and alulate it using Eq. (19) where we normalize over the range
0  mJ  mJut.
We rst study the impa t of normalization on the
perturbative un ertainty. To preserve the normalization, we simultaneously vary the s ales in the numerator and denominator of Eq. (19). Comparing the unnormalized ross se tion at NNLL for the gluon and quark
hannels shown in Fig. 4(a) to the normalized ones in
Fig. 4(b), we observe that a substantial portion of the unertainty is related to the integrated ross se tion rather
than the shape. In the peak region of the mJ spe trum,
30 GeV  mJ  150 GeV the normalized ross se tions
have a quite reasonable remaining perturbative un ertainty of ' 5{10%.
A big part of the sizable un ertainty in the unnormalized 1-jet ross se tion is due to the poor onvergen e of
the hard fun tion for pp ! H + 1 jet, and thus spe i
to the Higgs pro ess. By keeping the hard fun tion as an
overall multipli ative fa tor as in Eq. (20), it an els exa tly in the normalized ross se tion for a given partoni
hannel and xed phase spa e point (whi h we use for
most of our plots). This an ellation still takes pla e approximately for the integrated ross se tion summed over
partoni hannels as we show below in Se . V B. Our results with xed kinemati s are therefore representative
of results integrated over the jet phase spa e.
The order-by-order onvergen e of our resummed jet
mass al ulation is displayed in Figs. 4( ) and 4(d) for
the gluon and quark jet hannels, where results at LL,
NLL, and NNLL are shown. The various bands overlap
with those of lower orders, providing dire t eviden e that
our s ale variations yield a reasonable estimate of the
higher-order perturbative un ertainties.
There are several lasses of perturbative s ale un ertainties, the \Fixed Order" s ale variation that is orrelated with the total ross se tion, the \Beam" s ale
variation from varying B and SB that is related to the
presen e of the jet veto, the \Jet" s ale variation from
varying J and SJ that is related to the jet mass measurement, and the un ertainty from \r" that is related
to the perturbative freedom in the refa torized formula
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(a) Unnormalized jet mass spe trum for quark and gluon jets
at NNLL. The un ertainties are sizable even at NNLL.
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(d) Convergen e of the resummed al ulation for quark jets.
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redu es the perturbative un ertainties.
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(e) Individual s ale variations that enter the un ertainty estimate
for gluon jets at NNLL. Shown are the variations relative to
the entral NNLL urve.
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(f) Individual s ale variations that enter the un ertainty estimate
for quark jets at NNLL. Shown are the variations relative to
the entral NNLL urve.

FIG. 4: Perturbative un ertainties and onvergen e for the jet mass spe trum in gg ! Hg and gq ! Hq with default inputs.

for the soft fun tion. For the NNLL results, these individual s ale variations are shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)
for gluon and quark jets respe tively. For simpli ity we
ombined the un ertainty from varying the jet s ale J

and the s ale of the jet part of the soft fun tion SJ by
taking the envelope, and similarly for the beams. It is not
too surprising that the un ertainties asso iated with the
hard and beam s ale variations are smaller, sin e they
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FIG. 5: E e t of using di erent jet veto uts on the jet mass spe trum for gg ! Hg . While the unnormalized spe trum on
the left is dire tly sensitive to the jet veto ut, this dependen e almost ompletely an els in the normalized spe trum on the
right. The same is true for the quark hannel, gq ! Hq , and the sum over all partoni hannels.

are mostly ommon to the numerator and denominator
of the normalized spe trum in Eq. (19). To obtain the
total perturbative un ertainty we take the envelope of
\Jet", \Beam" and \r" un ertainties and ombine it in
quadrature with the \Fixed Order" un ertainty. The total un ertainty in the jet mass spe trum is dominated by
that of the jet and by the soft fun tion refa torization.
C. Jet Veto and Non-Global Logarithms

Next we dis uss the e e t of the jet veto on the jet mass
spe trum. Our veto is imposed through the variable T ut,
rather than a more traditional pTutJ , sin e this simpli es
the treatment of s ales in the problem, and allows us to
make use of a known fa torization theorem. This jet veto
restri ts the initial and nal-state ollinear radiation as
well as soft radiation. It turns out that the normalized
jet mass spe trum is fairly insensitive to the value of the
jet veto ut.
We start by onsidering the e e t of the jet veto on the
unnormalized jet mass spe trum, as shown for gg ! Hg
in the left panel of Fig. 5. De reasing T ut imposes a
stronger restri tion on the initial-state radiation and redu es the unnormalized ross se tion. (This redu tion
is less strong for gq ! Hq, be ause quarks radiate less
than gluons.) As the right panel of Fig. 5 shows, the normalization removes the majority of the T ut dependen e.
Note that without the refa torization of the soft fun tion
(see Se . III B) this an ellation would be spoiled by unphysi al logarithms. This strong an ellation is also the
ase for the other partoni hannels, as well as for their
sum in pp ! H + 1 jet. This insensitivity to T ut also
remains valid after integrating over the jet phase spa e,
as we show below in Fig. 8. We have also studied the
dependen e on T ut as well as a standard pTutJ jet veto
with Pythia, where we also nd a similar insensitivity
of the normalized jet mass spe trum to the details of the

used jet-veto variable and ut values.
Next we turn to our analysis of NGLs, both in the
unnormalized and normalized jet mass spe tra. As explained in Se . III D, we test for the size of the NGLs
by omparing the ross se tion with and without these
terms. The leading NGL is in luded in xed-order perturbation theory, on top of whi h we sum an in nite series
of global logarithms through the fa torization formula.
In the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the unnormalized
spe trum for various T ut values at NNLL (solid lines)
and the same spe tra in luding the NGL terms (dotted
lines). As mentioned earlier, there is a point on the spe trum where the NGLs exa tly an el. This point is at
mJ ' 50; 110; 165; 300 for T ut = 10; 25; 50; 150 GeV respe tively. For all values of mJ shown in this gure the
e e t of the NGL terms is well within the perturbative
un ertainty [ f. the un ertainty bands shown in Fig. 4(a)℄.
When we normalize the spe trum we are dividing by
the umulant with mJut , and the jet-veto dependen e
does not an el out in the presen e of the non-global
logarithms. There are two types of NGLs in the normalized result, terms involving ln[m2J =(pJT T ut)℄ from
the numerator and terms involving ln[mJut 2 =(pJT T ut )℄
from the denominator. Therefore for a xed T ut there
is no longer a value of mJ where all the NGLs will
vanish. Results for the normalized spe trum with and
without NGLs are shown in the right panel of Fig. 6.
The orange band shows the NNLL result without NGLs
along with its perturbative un ertainty, while the various bla k lines show the entral values for NNLL results
that have the NGLs in luded. For the wide range of values 25 GeV  T ut  150 GeV the e e t of the NGLs is
of the same size as the redu ed perturbative un ertainty
in the normalized spe trum. This justi es our assertion
that the NGLs do not have to be onsidered as large logarithms for a signi ant range of ut values, so that our
NNLL result is omplete at this order. In the small mJ
region of the spe trum the resummation of global logarithms on top of the NGL term provides an appropriate
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FIG. 6: E e t of non-global logarithms on the NNLL jet mass spe trum for gg ! Hg for di erent jet veto uts. Left panel:
In luding the leading NGLs (dashed lines) has a small e e t on the unnormalized spe trum, and is well within the perturbative
un ertainty for a wide range of jet veto uts. Right panel: The e e t of in luding the leading NGLs (bla k solid, dashed, and
dotted urves) on the normalized NNLL spe trum (orange band) is still within the redu ed perturbative un ertainty for a wide
range of jet veto uts, but start to be ome important for T ut = 10 GeV.

Sudakov suppression in the the ross se tion. For other
mJ values, and 25 GeV  T ut  150 GeV, the argument
of the NGL remains between 1=8 and 8, whi h is the
range over whi h we expe t that the NGLs do not dominate over nonlogarithmi orre tions, as mentioned in
the introdu tion. On the other hand, for T ut = 10 GeV
one observes that the NGLs be ome large enough that
they are no longer ontained within the perturbative unertainty, so this value is outside the range of validity of
our normalized NNLL results (though for this value the
unnormalized results in the peak region are still valid).
For this value the argument of the NGL involving mJut
be omes ' 13, whi h is outside of the range mentioned
above.
Although we have only explored the gg ! Hg hannel
at a xed kinemati point in this se tion, we have also
he ked expli itly that the same on lusions about NGLs
hold when integrating over a kinemati range, and when
onsidering quark jets from gq ! Hq.

V. RESULTS FOR pp ! H + 1 JET

In this se tion we show results for the pp ! H + 1 jet
ross se tion at NNLL, summing the ontributions from
the various partoni hannels: gg ! Hg, gq ! Hq, and
the (small) qq ! Hg. We present results for the dependen e of the jet mass spe trum on the jet kinemati s, on
the hoi e of jet de nition whi h a e ts the shape of the
jets, and on the jet size R. We also ompare the mJ
spe trum obtained for a xed point in the jet kinemati s to that obtained from integrating over a range of jet
momenta.

A. Dependen e on Kinemati s

For pp ! H + 1 jet there are three nontrivial kinemati variables: the transverse momentum of the jet pJT ,
rapidity of the jet J , and the total rapidity Y of the
ombined Higgs+jet system. We show how ea h of these
variables a e t both the unnormalized and normalized jet
mass spe trum, whi h allows us to separate the impa t
of kinemati s on the normalization and the shape.
The fallo of the PDFs at larger x values auses the
ross se tion to strongly de rease for in reasing pJT and
for in reasing jJ j (for Y = 0). This is shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7( ). The dependen e on pJT and J in the orresponding normalized spe tra are shown in Figs. 7(b) and
7(d). Here we see that there is a de rease in the height of
the peak and a ompensating in rease in the tail height
as pJT or jJ j are in reased. Note that for these variables
there is a marked di eren e between the total pp ! H +1
jet pro ess ompared to the individual partoni hannels (whi h are not shown). For ea h partoni hannel
the peak position
of the jet mass spe trum in reases as
p
J and also in reases with in reasing j j.
mpeak
/
p
J
T
J
However, at the same time the ontribution of gq ! Hq
relative to gg ! Hg is enhan ed, and the peak of the
jet mass spe trum is at lower values for quark jets than
for gluon jets [see Fig. 4(b)℄. These two e e ts largely
an el for pp ! H + 1 jet, su h that the peak position
is pra ti ally un hanged with in reasing pJT , whereas for
in reasing J a small net in rease in the peak position
remains.
Note that our ability to al ulate the J dependen e
implies that it is trivial to impose rapidity uts in our
framework.
The main dependen e on the total system rapidity
Y enters through the shape of the PDFs, ausing the
ross se tion to strongly de rease with in reasing jY j, as
Fig. 7(e) shows. (This is also the reason for taking en-
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(a) The ross se tion de reases with in reasing pJT .

(b) For pp ! H + 1 jet the peak position remains stable and the
spe trum slightly broadens with in reasing pJT .
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(d) For pp ! H + 1 jet the peak position shifts slightly and the
spe trum slightly broadens with in reasing J .
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(f) For pp ! H + 1 jet the peak position remains stable and the
spe trum slightly broadens with in reasing Y .

FIG. 7: Dependen e on the kinemati variables pJT , J , and Y for the unnormalized and normalized NNLL jet mass spe tra
for pp ! H + 1 jet.

tral jets with Y = 0 for our default value when using
a single phase spa e point.) The value of Y also a e ts
the shape of the jet mass spe trum, as an be seen in
Fig. 7(f). The jet rapidity relative to the partoni enter

of mass is  Y , so one would expe t the shape hange
as fun tion of Y to be similar to that as fun tion of J ,
shown in Fig. 7(d). The agreement is lose but not exa t
be ause the Y dependen e indu ed by the shape of the
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FIG. 8: Results for the normalized jet mass spe trum at NNLL for pp ! H + 1 jet after integrating over 300 GeV < pJT <
400 GeV, jJ j < 2, and all Y . The left panel ompares the spe trum for integrated kinemati s (dashed line) to those for xed
kinemati s with Y = J = 0 and pJT = 300; 360; 400 GeV (solid lines from top to bottom at the peak). The right panel shows
the impa t of T ut on the normalized spe trum for integrated kinemati s, whi h is the analog of the omparison in the right
panel of Fig. 5 for xed kinemati s.

PDFs di ers hannel by hannel, and thus a e ts their
relative weight in the sum over hannels.
B. Integrated Kinemati s

So far we have shown the mJ spe tra for a xed point
in pJT , J , and Y . We now onsider the impa t of integrating the kinemati variables over a bin with jJ j < 2,
300 GeV < pJT < 400 GeV, and any Y . These kinemati
ranges are realisti experimentally for jets at the LHC.
In the left panel of Fig. 8 the jet mass spe trum
for integrated kinemati s is shown by a bla k dashed
line, and is ompared to three spe tra with xed kinemati s shown by solid lines (with Y = J = 0 and
pJT = 300; 360; 400 GeV from top to bottom at the peak
of the spe trum). One observes that the mJ spe trum in
the integrated bin is very lose to the mJ spe trum with
Y = J = 0 and near the enter of the pJT bin. Thus our
on lusions made from studies of a single kinemati point
dire tly arry over to the results obtained by integrating
over a phase spa e bin.
The one situation where this is not immediately obvious is the dependen e of the normalized ross se tion
on the jet-veto ut, T ut, shown for xed kinemati s in
Fig. 5. When we integrate over the kinemati bin the
hard fun tion, in luding its Sudakov form fa tor depending on T ut , no longer exa tly an els between the numerator and denominator. Nevertheless, omparing the
spe tra for integrated kinemati s and di erent values of
T ut , shown in Fig. 8, we see that the normalized spe trum is still very insensitive to the details of the jet veto
also after summing over partoni hannels and integrating over a range of kinemati s. (We have also on rmed
that upon phase spa e integration the size of the NGL
e e t remains the same as shown in Fig. 6.)

C. Jet De nitions and Jet Area

In Se . II we dis ussed the various N -jettiness measures (de ned by the Qi ) and illustrated the orresponding size and shape of the jet regions for the geometri
ases. An illustration of the more irregular regions that
appear for the invariant mass measure an be found in
Ref. [47℄. We now study how the jet mass spe trum is affe ted by these di erent jet de nitions as well as by their
jet area (R dependen e). We start by noting that in the
N -jettiness fa torization only the soft fun tion is sensitive to the boundaries of the jet regions. Sin e the soft
fun tion only probes the boundaries starting at NLO, the
rst dependen e on the jet de nition appears at NNLL.
The nontrivial Qi dependen e at this order in the singular terms is formally enhan ed over the dependen e on
the jet algorithm and jet area in the power-suppressed
nonsingular terms that are not part of Eq. (28).
In Fig. 9 we ompare the invariant mass, geometri
pT , and geometri E measures (using  = 0:5 for the
latter two) for three di erent kinemati on gurations
with J = f0; 1; 2g, Y = 0, and pJT = 300 GeV. For
J = 0 and J = 1 the dependen e of the jet mass on
the jet de nition is fairly mild (for jets of similar area),
with the largest visible e e t at small mJ . As we saw in
Fig. 1(a) the jet regions of these two geometri measures
agree exa tly for J = 0 and di er progressively for more
forward jet rapidities. This is re e ted in the jet mass
spe trum where the largest di eren es are observed for
J = 2. The two bumps in the jet mass spe trum for
geometri pT at J = 2 are aused by an in reased separation between the peaks of the individual quark and
gluon hannels [see Fig. 4(b)℄.
In Fig. 10 we show the jet mass spe trum for the geometri R measure for various values of the jet radius
R. A larger jet radius translates into a peak at slightly
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FIG. 9: Dependen e of the NNLL jet mass spe trum for pp ! H + 1 jet on the N -jettiness measure used to de ne the jets.
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FIG. 10: Dependen e of the NNLL jet mass spe trum for
the geometri R measure on the jet radius R. Only the R
dependen e from singular terms in the fa torization formula
is shown here.

In this se tion we study various aspe ts of the jet mass
spe trum in Pythia. Although formally the perturbative a ura y of Pythia is signi antly lower than that
of our NNLL al ulation, it is also well known that after
suÆ ient tuning Pythia is able to reprodu e the shape of
many jet observables. Here we are parti ularly interested
in testing the impa t on the jet mass spe trum from using
di erent hard pro esses, using di erent jet algorithms,
and from adding hadronization and underlying event (the
latter being des ribed by Pythia's multi-parton intera tion model). We also perform a omparison between our
al ulation and Pythia for the same geometri R = 1
N -jettiness jets used in our analysis. Finally we ompare
our ex lusive 1-jet mJ al ulation with the in lusive jet
mass spe trum measured in pp ! jets by ATLAS. We always use Pythia8 with its default tune 5 (\Tune 4C"),
whi h as we will see provides a good des ription of the
ATLAS jet mass data.
A. Hard Pro ess and Jet Algorithm Dependen e in
PYTHIA

higher mass and slightly larger tail. Note that the biggest
di eren e between the jet mass spe tra for di erent values of R will be at large mJ in the tail of the spe trum,
sin e the size of the jet putspan e e tive upper boundary on its mass mJ <
 pJT R= 2. 5 At this boundary the
jet mass spe trum has to fall o rapidly. This boundary is seen in Pythia and LHC data but is not in luded
in our al ulation, be ause we have not yet in orporated
the nonsingular ontributions to the ross se tion whi h
are important for a ounting for this e e t and making
realisti predi tions in this part of the tail of the distribution.

5

For a jet of xed three momentum entered at  = 0, the absolute bound on the jet mass is m2J < pJT 2 (1= os2 R 1), whi h
is rea hed when the jet onsists of two energeti narrow subjets lo ated at (; ) = (0; R). Assuming a uniform energy
distribution in (; )-spa e, leads to a more pra ti al bound
m2J <
 pJT 2 R2 =2.

We start by investigating to what extent the jet mass
spe trum depends on the underlying hard pro ess in
Pythia. In Fig. 11 we show the spe trum for a gluon
jet from gg ! gg (solid) and from gg ! Hg (dotted),
demonstrating that in Pythia there is essentially negligible pro ess dependen e for individual partoni hannels.
This is true both at the partoni level (blue urves with
peak on the left) and after in luding hadronization and
multiple intera tions (red urves with peak on the right).
In reality one expe ts some di eren es from the hard proess due to the additional soft radiation produ ed with
more available olored parti les, and from the di erent
olor ow, where in parti ular gg ! gg involves a matrix
of olor hannels with nontrivial interferen e. These effe ts may not be suÆ iently des ribed by Pythia so one
should not on lude that the hard pro ess dependen e on
the jet mass spe trum is as small as is shown.
Next, we look at the di eren e in Pythia between
the jet mass for ex lusive and in lusive jet produ tion.
We use the pro ess gg ! Hg, imposing the jet veto
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FIG. 11: The gluon jet mass spe trum in Pythia does not depend on the underlying hard pro ess produ ing the jets. This
is true both for partons (left peaks) and with hadronization
and underlying event (right peaks).
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FIG. 12: Comparison of the normalized jet mass spe tra for
ex lusive and in lusive jet samples in Pythia.
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= 10; 25 GeV to obtain two ex lusive samples, and
using no jet veto for our in lusive sample. The resulting
normalized jet mass spe tra are shown in Fig. 12. The
di eren e between T ut = 25 GeV (our default value)
and the in lusive ase is small, allowing our al ulation
to be ompared to in lusive spe tra. The di eren e is
slightly larger for T ut = 10 GeV and in reases signi antly for smaller values of T ut. However, we will not
onsider su h strong jet vetos, as they lead to large NGLs
(see Se . IV C).
In Fig. 13 we ompare the jet mass spe trum from
Pythia for di erent jet algorithms, spe i ally our 1jettiness R = 1-algorithm, Cambridge-Aa hen with R =
1, and anti-kT with R = 1 and R = 1:2 [77℄. To stay
lose to a al ulation for a single phase spa e point, we
restri t the jet to a narrow pT and rapidity bin, and impose a veto using T ut = 25 GeV. The di eren es between the R = 1 urves are within the size of the un ertainty band from our NNLL al ulation in the same phase
spa e bin. This result agrees with the small di eren es
observed in ea h of the panels of Fig. 9 from omparing

FIG. 13: Comparison of the anti-kT , CA, and geometri R
jet algorithms in Pythia.

di erent jet measures for 1-jettiness jets. The di eren e
between R = 1 and R = 1:2 for anti-kT is larger than
that observed in our al ulation using geometri R jets
in Fig. 10. In Pythia the di eren e between R = 1
and R = 1:2 be omes smaller when T ut is de reased,
sin e with a stronger jet veto less additional radiation is
present that would be absorbed by larger jets. To be spei , the 15% di eren e in the peak heights for anti-kT
with R = 1 and R = 1:2 for T ut = 25 GeV redu es to 7%
for T ut = 5 GeV. From these results we on lude that
in our NNLL al ulation, the R dependen e of the nonsingular terms that are not in luded in our analysis may
well be numeri ally omparable or larger in size than the
formally leading R dependen e that we have omputed.
B. Comparison of NNLL with PYTHIA

A omparison between our NNLL al ulation and partoni Pythia results for gg ! Hg are shown in Fig. 14,
both using the geometri R = 1 jet de nition. The peak
positions in both ases agree very well. To ensure that
this is not an a ident and that the peak position in
Pythia does not depend on the PDF set used by our default tune, we he ked that an alternative tune (number
10, whi h is based on our default Pythia tune but uses
MSTW2008 LO PDFs) only shifts the peak by a small
amount, similar to the small di eren e in peak positions
between Pythia and our NNLL al ulation. However, as
seen in Fig. 14, the NNLL al ulation has a lower peak
and a orrespondingly higher tail. Sin e the spe trum is
normalized these two e e ts are related, namely higher
values in the tail must be ompensated by a lower peak.
There are several possibilities that may a ount for this
di eren e. Due to the stability of our order-by-order results in Fig. 4( ) it is unlikely to be related to the lower
order a ura y of Pythia's LL parton shower resummation. Most likely the di eren es are related to the fa t
that we have not yet in luded nonsingular ontributions
to the spe trum whi h are important in the tail region,
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FIG. 14: Comparison between our NNLL al ulation and partoni Pythia for the gg ! Hg hannel. Both results use
geometri R = 1 jets and the same kinemati uts.

in parti ular for the spe trum to fall o rapidly enough.
Due to the fa t that the results are normalized, this mismat h in the tail then also leads to a disagreement of the
peak heights. Thus we expe t that the in lusion of the
nonsingular ontributions will redu e this di eren e.

We now explore the e e t of hadronization on the jet
mass spe trum using Pythia. In the fa torization formula the hadronization is en oded through nonperturbative orre tions in the soft fun tion S at a s ale  QCD ,
whi h must be separated from perturbative orre tions
at the soft s ale S  m2J =pJT . For e+ e ! 2 jets there
is an analyti understanding of the analogous nonperturbative orre tions originating in Refs. [78{81℄ as well as
a modern understanding in terms of eld theory operators [19, 82{84℄. For these pro esses, as soon as the relevant soft s ale S is perturbative, the nonperturbative
orre tions an be power expanded in QCD =S , and the
dominant power orre tion simply shifts the event shape
distribution, e ! e
e =Q. In the ase at hand, the
nonperturbative soft fun tion is built from more than
two Wilson lines, so the des ription of the power orre tions be omes more ompli ated. Nevertheless, for
a given kinemati on guration we still expe t that the
dominant e e t will be des ribed by a shift involving a
parameter  QCD . For a jet mass m2J ' p+J pJ this
shift o urs due to nonperturbative soft radiation ausing a shift in the small momentum p+J , so it takes the
form
2 pJT R :

50
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200

FIG. 15: The nonperturbative hadronization orre tion in
Pythia is well des ribed by a shift in m2J .

in Pythia, by omparing the results with and without
hadronization. As demonstrated in Fig. 15, a shift with
the hoi e = 0:8 GeV works very well, in reasonable
agreement with the = 1:0 GeV found earlier in Ref. [14℄
for the in lusive  1 jet ross se tion.
D. Underlying Event and ATLAS Data

C. Hadronization in PYTHIA

! m2J
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The fa tor of R a ounts for the fa t that there is a dereased amount of soft momentum ontamination in the
jet for de reasing R [85℄. It is straightforward to test
whether this shift agrees with the hadronization model

In Pythia the e e t of the underlying event is modeled by multiple partoni intera tions, and its e e t on
the jet mass spe trum is more pronoun ed than that
of hadronization. This is shown in Fig. 16 where we
plot the jet mass spe trum for in lusive pp ! jets from
Pythia at parton level, in luding hadronization, and inluding hadronization and multiple intera tions. Also
shown are the orresponding ATLAS data from Ref. [26℄,
where the un ertainty bars are from linearly ombining
the statisti al and systemati un ertainties. This hannel is dominated by the opious pp ! dijet produ tion
at the LHC. We use the same inputs and uts as ATLAS, namely E m = 7 TeV, anti-kT jets with R = 1,
jJ j  2, and onsider both 300 GeV  pJT  400 GeV
and 500 GeV  pJT  600 GeV. The shift to the peak loation from hadronization is of similar magnitude as that
for gg ! Hg in Fig. 15, namely ' 3:0 GeV for gg ! Hg
ompared to ' 8:0 GeV for the 300 GeV  pJT  400 GeV
in lusive jets whi h have a slightly larger average pJT .
For the in lusive pp ! jets in Pythia the additional
shift to the peak lo ation from the underlying event is
' 17:4 GeV. The nal Pythia results agree well with
the ATLAS data for both pJT bins. In a NNLL al ulation the e e t of hadronization and part of the e e t of
the underlying event will be aptured by orre tions to
the soft fun tion, but it is not lear if hadroni orre tions in the multi-jet soft fun tion will fully apture the
e e t of the underlying event.
Given that Pythia agrees well with the ATLAS in lusive dijet spe trum, one might wonder what the purpose
of a higher-order NNLL dijet al ulation would be. An
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FIG. 16: Comparison of the Pythia jet mass spe trum for in lusive pp ! jets to the orresponding ATLAS data [26℄.
Pythia results are shown at parton level (dotted), in luding hadronization (dashed), and in luding hadronization and multiple
intera tions (solid). The nal Pythia results reprodu e the data well.
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FIG. 17: Comparison of our ex lusive NNLL al ulation with ATLAS in lusive jet mass data [26℄. The peak position of our
gluon jets from gg ! Hg agrees remarkably well with the in lusive dijet data. For the ATLAS date there is presumably a
shift to lower values due to quark jets whi h is ompensated by a shift to higher values due to hadronization and multiple
intera tions.

advantage of our al ulational framework over Pythia is
that it follows from rst prin iples and does not involve
the modeling and tuning present in Pythia. Spe i ally,
the input to our al ulation is limited to s (mZ ), the parton distributions fun tions, and simple soft fun tion parameters like for the hadroni e e ts. Furthermore, we
have a rigorous estimate of the higher-order perturbative
un ertainty from s ale variation, as well as from orderby-order onvergen e, whi h enable us to fully asses the
reliability of the result. Finally, it should be emphasized
that our al ulation is fully analyti (up to the numeri al onvolution with the PDFs) and hen e provides an
analyti QCD al ulation of an LHC spe trum for jets.
To the extent that the normalized jet mass spe trum is
independent of the hard pro ess and independent of using
an in lusive or ex lusive jet sample, whi h Pythia seems
to suggest in Figs. 11 and 12, a omparison between jet
mass spe tra involving di erent hard pro esses and with
and without jet veto uts is appropriate. The approx-

imate hard pro ess independen e only holds separately
for gluon or quark jets, whi h themselves have fairly different jet mass spe tra, see Fig. 4(b). Therefore when
varying the hard pro ess we expe t the dominant hange
in the jet mass spe trum to be related to the pro ess
dependent fra tion of quark and gluon jets produ ed.
In Fig. 17 we ompare our NNLL result for pp ! H +1
jet and for gg ! Hg to the ATLAS data for pp ! jets.
Re all that the peak lo ation of the NNLL H +1 jet al ulation mat hes well with that from Pythia, see Fig. 14.
Be ause of the signi ant ontribution from quark jets
the H + 1 jet spe trum peaks to the left of the spe trum
from dijets. On the other hand, the peak lo ation with
pure gluon jets (gg ! Hg) agrees remarkably well with
the data on dijets. From the results already obtained
above, we expe t only small di eren es ( omparable to
the ATLAS error bars) for e e ts related to the hoi e
of the jet algorithm, the hoi e of in lusive versus ex lusive jets, or the hoi e of looking at gluon jets in dijets
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or in Higgs produ tion. On the other hand there will be
a more signi ant shift of the spe trum to the left from
quark hannels in the dijet produ tion, and a shift to the
right from adding hadronization and underlying event,
neither of whi h is in luded in the solid red urve. The
agreement between peak lo ations seems to indi ate that
these two e e ts largely ompensate for one another. Finally, there will be an e e t related to the fa t that there
are nontrivial olor orrelations in gg ! gg whi h are
not present in gg ! Hg (these e e ts are not apparent
in Pythia, see Fig. 11).
One may also look at the peak heights in Fig. 17, for
whi h the agreement is not as good. As des ribed earlier,
this e e t is related to the fa t that we have not yet
in luded nonsingular orre tions. These orre tions are
known to de rease the tail to enable it to rapidly fall o
by m2J  pJT 2 R2 =2, and they also a e t the peak dire tly
through the normalization. Sin e with additional work
these an be in luded in future results the di eren e in
peak heights is not of too mu h on ern.
Finally one may also ompare the results in Figs. 16
and 17 for the 300 GeV  pJT  400 GeV and 500 GeV 
pJT  600 GeV bins. For dijets the peak lo ation moves
to higher mJ with in reased pJT , unlike for pp ! H + 1
jet, again indi ating that gluon jets likely dominate. The
on lusions from the omparison with Pythia and the
ontrast to our NNLL al ulation remains the same for
these two ranges of pJT .
VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we al ulated the jet mass spe trum for
pp ! H + 1 jet to NNLL order. For this ex lusive 1-jet
ross se tion we veto additional jets with the 1-jettiness
event shape, and used the 1-jettiness fa torization formula in terms of hard, beam, jet, and soft fun tions to
obtain our results. For the normalized jet mass spe trum the remaining higher-order perturbative un ertainties from s ale variation are at the ' 5 10% level at
NNLL order, and in addition our results exhibit ex ellent order-by-order onvergen e.
The normalized NNLL spe trum is quite insensitive to
the jet veto over a wide range of values, even when a ounting for non-global logarithms. Thus in our framework non-global logarithms an be a urately treated as
xed-order ontributions to the soft fun tion, upon whi h
additional global logarithms are automati ally resummed
in the fa torization framework. An essential ingredient in
the resummation of the global logarithms was the refa torization of the soft fun tion, whi h we demonstrate is
required to avoid introdu ing spurious leading logarithms
in ertain regions of phase spa e. Our treatment of the
NNLL ex lusive ross se tion with a jet veto has signifi antly smaller non-global logarithmi terms when ompared to the size of these terms observed in the earlier
in lusive NLL analysis in Ref. [10℄, and the earlier in lusive partial NNLL analysis in Ref. [31℄. Finally, we note

that in Pythia the in lusive jet mass spe trum and the
ex lusive jet mass spe trum with our default jet veto are
essentially identi al.
Utilizing our al ulation we investigated the dependen e of the jet mass spe trum on various parameters
of the ex lusive jet ross se tion. Part of the power of
our framework is that the fa torization formula is fully
di erential in the jet kinemati s (pJT , J , and Y ), allowing us to vary the de nition of the jets and the jet area,
and an be easily separated into quark jet and gluon jet
hannels. As expe ted we nd that the spe trum peaks
at larger mJ values for gluon jets than for quark jets. For
a given partoni hannel the fa torization framework predi ts little sensitivity to the underlying hard pro ess, and
this result is also found to be the ase in Pythia. The
main pro ess dependen e is therefore the relative mix of
quark and gluon jets. The peak of our NNLL mJ spe trum moves to the right for larger pJT and for larger jJ j,
but more so for the individual partoni hannels than for
pp ! H +1 jet, where the hange to the mix of quarks
and gluons provides a ompensating e e t. The omplete
des ription of the various kinemati variables also makes
it trivial to implement rapidity uts. For a bin jJ j < 2
and a not too large bin in pJT , we nd that the integrated
NNLL result is very onsistent with the NNLL result for
xed kinemati variables taken at the enter of the bin.
Varying the jet de nition with xed jet area leads to
very little hange in the jet mass spe trum, both for various jet de nitions in our NNLL result and for anti-kT ,
CA, and geometri -R jets in Pythia. This suggests that
there are only small di eren es between the spe trum
for 1-jettiness jets and traditional jet algorithms. On the
other hand, Pythia exhibits a larger dependen e on the
jet radius R than our NNLL results. This is presumably
due to the fa t that we have not in luded nonsingular
terms in our analysis. These terms be ome important in
the tail region and are also needed to ensure
p that the jet
mass spe trum dies o at mmax
 pJT R= 2. This leads
J
to a larger tail in our NNLL spe trum than in Pythia,
and orrespondingly a smaller peak height in the normalized NNLL result. On the other hand, the peak loation agrees very well between our NNLL al ulation
and Pythia. An analysis of these additional nonsingular terms will be arried out in the future.
We investigated the dependen e of the jet mass
spe trum on hadronization and underlying event using
Pythia. Hadronization is very well des ribed by a
shift to the mass spe trum, m2J ! m2J (2RpJT ) with
 QCD , whi h is the anti ipated result from nonperturbative soft gluon ontributions in our fa torization
formula's soft fun tion. In Pythia the underlying event
is modeled by multiple partoni intera tions and leads
to a somewhat larger shift to the spe trum than for
hadronization. It plays an important role in obtaining
agreement with the ATLAS jet mass results for in lusive
dijets. Comparing our results to ATLAS we nd that
the NNLL pp ! H +1 jet spe trum peaks to the left of
the dijet data, whereas the NNLL gg ! Hg spe trum
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peaks in the same lo ation. The omparison made so far
with the ATLAS data is promising. The extension of our
NNLL al ulation to pp ! dijets is ompletely feasible
using 2-jettiness, and it will be interesting to see to what
extent the ontributions from quark hannels, olor mixing, and hadronization and underlying event will a e t
this omparison with the data. Theoreti ally, the only remaining hallenge to a omplete omparison appears to
be in orporating the e e t of the underlying event from
rst prin iples rather than relying on its modeling via
Monte Carlo.

Appendix A: Perturbative Inputs

In this se tion we olle t the xed-order ingredients
and evolution kernels for evaluating the jet mass ross
se tion for pp ! H + 1j in Eqs. (17) and (28) at NNLL
order. We rst give expressions for the hard, jet, beam
and soft fun tions at next-to-leading order. This is followed by the evolution kernels and the oeÆ ients that
they depend on.
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1. Hard Fun tion

The hard fun tions H for the various partoni hannels  that ontribute to pp ! H + 1 jet an be obtained
from the nite part of the heli ity amplitudes A determined in Ref. [56℄,
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(A1)

The fa tors of 1=(2N ) and 1=[2(N 2 1)℄ arise from averaging over the spins and olors of the olliding quarks and
gluons. The arguments of a heli ity amplitude A have the form iht , where i denotes the momentum qi , t denotes
the parton type, and h denotes the heli ity of this parti le. Only in the heli ity amplitudes will we use an outgoing
onvention for all these quantities, to make rossing symmetry dire t. This implies that if we want to onvert to the
onvention used in the main text, then the sij 's in the heli ity amplitudes below will pi k up additional minus signs
if one of the parti les i and j is in and the other is out. The amplitudes that enter in Eq. (A1) are given by
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The Ln (x) integrate to zero if the range in x is [0; 1℄.

2. Jet Fun tions
3. Beam Fun tions

The one-loop jet fun tions are given by [58{60℄
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where the plus distributions Ln are de ned as
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The beam fun tions an be expressed in terms of standard gluon and quark PDFs using an operator produ t
expansion [61, 86℄,
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The splitting fun tions in this equation are de ned as
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freedom in this refa torization, and that the orresponding un ertainty is probed by varying the parameter r in
Eq. (31).
Up to NLO the 1-jettiness soft fun tion is given by
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4. Fa torized Soft Fun tion

We now give expressions for the N -jettiness soft fun tion, showing expli itly how the fa torization in Eq. (24)
is implemented. We remind the reader that their is some
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From the NLO al ulation in Ref. [47℄ we obtain
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:

Here the two integrals are
Z

Z

1 
d
 
Z
Z
1 
I1 ( ; ) =
d
 

I0 ( ; ) =

p


dy
=  1= 1 y2 + 2y os  ;
y
y
p



dy
ln(1 + y2 2y os   y
=  1= 1 y2 + 2y os  ;
y

and
gg ! Hg : T2a = T2b = T2J = CA ;
Ta  Tb = Ta  TJ = Tb  TJ =

gq ! Hq : T2a = CA ; T2b = T2J = CF ;
CA
Ta  Tb = Ta  TJ =
;
2
C
Tb  TJ = A CF :
2

CA
;
2

(A12)

Following the dis ussion in Se . III B, we give expressions for the fa torized evolution of the hard fun tion,

H (fqj g; fig) = H (fqi g; H )

Y

UHi(fqj g; H ; i ) ;

i=a;b;J

UHi (fqj g; H ; i ) =

i Y
eKH

sij i0 Ti Tj H
;
2H

j=
6 i
KHi (H ; i ) = 2K i (H ; i ) + K Hi (H ; i ) ;
 q (H ; i )
 g (H ; i )
H (H ; i ) =
=
:
CF
CA

Here the produ ts over i and j run over all olored parti les, with orresponding avor i and j . For ea h
hannel ontributing to pp ! H + 1j there is only
one olor stru ture so Ti  Tj is simply a number [see
Eq. (A12)℄. The fun tions K ,  and K are given below in Eq. (A16).
The solution of the RG evolution of the jet fun tion is
given by [37, 73, 87, 88℄

Ji (s; ) =

Z

ds0 Ji (s s0 ; J ) UJi (s0 ; J ; ) ;
i

5. Evolution Fa tors

(A13)

(A11)

i 



eKJ E J Ji Ji  s 
L 2 + Æ(s) ;
UJi (s; J ; ) =
(1 + Ji ) 2J
J
KJi (J ; ) = 4K i (J ; ) + K Ji (J ; ) ;
(A14)
Ji (J ; ) = 2 i (J ; ) :

The plus distribution L is de ned as


(x)

L (x)  x1 
+


x 1
(x )
: (A15)
+
Æ
(
x
)
= lim
!0 x1 

General relations for the res aling and onvolutions of
Ln (x) in Eq. (A5) and L (x) an be found in App. B
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from the evolution of the hard fun tion and beam fun tion by using the -independen e of the ross se tion.

of Ref. [73℄. The renormalization group evolution of the
beam fun tions is identi al [62℄ and an be obtained from
the above expressions by repla ing Ji (s; ) ! Bi (t; x; ).
We do not give the evolution of the soft fun tion, as it
is not needed for evaluating Eq. (28). It an be obtained

K (0 ; ) =

4
+

 (0 ; ) =

0
2
0



s (0 )

4



4 
1
s (0 )

 2

1
2
0

1
r

2
0




( )
0
ln r + s 0
2 0
4


( )
0
ln r + s 0
2 0
4



ln r +



1
0


1 r2
+ ln r +
2

1
0
1
0



1
(r
0

1
(r
0

The fun tions K (0 ; ),  (0 ; ), K (0 ; ) in the
above RGE solutions at NNLL are given by,

1
0



1) +




(1 r + ln r) +

1 1
0 0
2 ( ) 
s 0
162

2

1
0

ln2 r

2
1 (1 r + r ln r)
2
0
2
2
1 1
+ 12
0
0 0
0



2
0

1 1
0 0

2
0

 2
r

2

1





(1 r)2
2



;

;

1) :

(A16)

Here, r = s ()= s (0 ) and the running oupling at the
s ale  is given in terms of that at the referen e s ale 0
by the three-loop expression
 
1
1
X
s (0 ) 2
1
1
ln X +
=
+
4 0
162 0
X
s ()
s (0 )


2  ln X
1
+
1 ;
(A17)
+ 12
X
X
0
where X  1 + s (0 ) 0 ln(=0 )=(2).

Up to two loops, the MS non- usp anomalous dimension for the hard fun tion [91, 92℄ and jet and beam fun tions [60, 62, 64, 70℄ are

K (0 ; ) =

6. RGE CoeÆ ients

Up to three loops, the oeÆ ients of the beta fun tion [89, 90℄ and usp anomalous dimension [65, 66℄ in
MS are
11
4
CA
T n ;
(A18)
0=
3
3 F f


34 2
20
CA
C + 4CF TF nf ;
1=
3
3 A
2857 3
205
1415 2 
CA + CF2
CF CA
C 2TF nf
2=
54
18
54 A
 11

79
CF + CA 4TF2 n2f ;
+
9
54
q
0 = 4CF ;
h 67
i
20
2 
q
CA
TF nf ;
1 = 4CF
9
3
9
h 245
2
134

11
4 223  2
q
CA
+
+
2 = 4CF
6
27
45
3

 418
402 563
CA TF nf
+
+
27
27
3
 55
16 2 2 i
+ 163 CF TF nf
T n ;
+
3
27 F f
g = CA q for n  2 :
n
CF n

q
H0
q
H1

= 6CF ;

h 82



(A19)

523 CA + (3 42 + 483 )CF
= CF
9
 65
 i
+
+ 2 0 ;
9
g
=
2
0;
H0
 118

 38
2 
g
C
2 1;
+ 43 CA2 +
+
H1 =
9
9
3 A 0
q
J 0 = 6CF ;
h 146

q
803 CA + (3 42 + 483 )CF
J 1 = CF
9
 121
22  i
;
+
+
9
3 0
g
J0 = 2 0;
 182


2
g
2 + 94 2 C
=
C
32

A 0+2 1:
3
A
J1
9
9
3
Appendix B: Running S ales

We now present the remaining ingredients that enter
in the running s ales in Se . III C. First of all, run is
de ned as
8
0
>
>
>
<

+ a 2 =1
  1 ;
2a  + b
1    2 ;
run (; ) =
2 =(
>

a
(


)

)

3
3
2
2    3 ;
>
>
:

 > 3 ;
  ( +  )
0 
;
b= 1 0 2 3 :
(B1)
a=
1 2 3
1 2 3
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The expressions for a and b follow from demanding that
run( ) is ontinuous and has a ontinuous derivative.
For our entral s ale hoi e we use

 = Q ; ei = eSi = 0 ; 0 = 2GeV ;
5GeV
; 2 = 0:4 ; 3 = 0:6 ; r = 0:2 : (B2)
1 =
Q

b)  = Q ;
)  = Q;
d)  = Q ;
e)  = Q ;
f)  = Q ;

eJ = 0:5 ; eB = eSJ = eSB = 0 ; r = 0:2 ;
eB = 0:5 ; eJ = eSJ = eSB = 0 ; r = 0:2 ;
eSJ = 0:5 ; eJ = eB = eSB = 0 ; r = 0:2 ;
eSB = 0:5 ; eJ = eB = eSJ = 0 ; r = 0:2 ;
eJ = eB = eSJ = eSB = 0 ; r = 0:2  0:2 :
(B3)

To estimate the perturbative un ertainty we vary the
above parameters within reasonable ranges. Sin e the
ross se tion is most sensitive to , ei , eSi and r, we
restri t ourselves to the following separate variations,
a)  = 21Q ; eJ = eB = eS = eS = 0 ; r = 0:2 ;

Following our dis ussion in Refs. [93, 94℄, we take the envelope of variations b) through f) and add this in quadrature with variation a).
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